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Abstract

In this research investigation, the author has presented a Scheme for ‘Positive And Negative Time Scaling And Time Portal Engineering’

Theory

Every Star sustains itself by way of Fusion Reactions. The Fusion Reactions Field creates a Recursional Field Intensity Strength in the Star’s Neighbourhood. Also, this Fusion Reactions Field characteristic of a Star, creates a Time Field (unique to the Star) in the Neighbourhood of the Star. For Example, the 7-8-6 Recursion Scheme of the Fusion Reactions Field of a certain Star.

Therefore, we can artificially create Time Fields by creating appropriately Scaled (with respect to any Star of concern and also of a magnitude which is supervisable and fulfills our need of concern) Fusion Reactions Field characteristic of a Star. For achieving this, we need to Engineer the Recursion Scheme of the Fusion Reactions Field of the Star of concern. Scaling should be done by Slating the Fusion Reactions Field of the Star of concern in the Prime Metric. For Example, if we create the Recursion Scheme (of a much lower magnitude) Fusion Reactions Field of our Sun, we can create our known Time Field. In this fashion, we can create Hyper-Time, Ultra-Time, Time Potential Wells, and Even Sub-Time Fields.

Also, by Engineering Negative, Complementary and/ or Inverse Recursion Scheme of the Fusion Reactions Field of any Star of concern, we can create Reverse Time Fields, we can Scale Time in the Along Time, Ahead Of Time and Backward in Time directions. Also, Nuclear Fission Reactions Field can be used to create Negative, Complementary and/ or Inverse Recursion Scheme of any Star of concern.

Engineering Specifics

Firstly, we need to find the Primality Tree of the Point Set Topological Geometry of Time Field Function. We can use this as the basis for building the
Primality Tree of the Recursional Filed Intensity Strength of the Star of concern.

Exclusive References

1. Research Papers on Primality Tree at www.vixra.org/author/ramesh_chandra_bagadi
2. Research Papers on Recursion Schemes at www.vixra.org/author/ramesh_chandra_bagadi

Moral

The Fear Of Our Lord Is The Beginning Of Wisdom.
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